EARPLUG :: DISTRACTION-FREE SLEEP
"EARPLUG 2.0" available on the Apple App Store
It's 4am and your partner is snoring.
Perfect white/pink noise with ZERO distractions.

NEW YORK -- July 1, 2015 -- Available today, Earplug 2.0 offers users a beautiful experience in sleep sound.
Users are frustrated with current "white noise" offerings because they need these apps when they're halfasleep. Any level of choice, decision or interaction is annoying and wakes users up. With Earplug, users find
the perfect white/pink noise blend, Earplug Sound, which been smoothed to achieve a "silky" profile. The
Sound pairs up perfectly with the environment to smooth and soften.
In Version 2.0, Earplug now handles interruptions -- alarms, timers, and notifications -- flawlessly and
automatically. This update also adds improved stereo sound in high-end headphones, and some minor
graphical updates.
CEO Dan Rosenstark says:
The famous Twain quote is, “I didn't have time to write a short letter, so I wrote a long one instead.”
Earplug is a single-purpose, design-focused app that does one thing, and one thing only: sleepcovering sound. And it does that one thing perfectly. Version 2.0 makes the experience work better
with your alarms and other notifications, including Siri.
Earplug is a "distraction-free app," which means no nags, ads, tutorials, nor confusing choices. The app's
display is a beautiful, slow-moving and gentle light display.
Earplug 2.0 is available for free for an introductory period for immediate download internationally for iOS 7
or better for iPad, iPhone and iPod touch. It's the first distraction-free app by Confusion Studios, who also
makes MIDI Designer Pro: the music controller that has taken the iOS music-making world by storm.
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